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Abstract—Traditional image segmentation methods working
with low level image features are usually difficult to adapt
to higher level tasks, such as object recognition and scene
understanding. Object segmentation emerges as a new challenge
in this research field. It aims at obtaining more meaningful
segments related to semantic objects in the scene by analyzing
a combination of different information. 3D point cloud data
obtained from consumer depth sensors has been exploited to
tackle many computer vision problems due to its richer information about the geometry of 3D scenes compared to 2D
images. Meanwhile, new challenges have also emerged as the
depth information is usually noisy, sparse and unorganized. In
this paper, we present a novel point cloud segmentation approach
for segmenting interacting objects in a stream of point clouds by
exploiting spatio-temporal coherence. We pose the problem as an
energy minimization task in a fully connected conditional random
field with the energy function defined based on both current and
previous information. We compare different methods and prove
the improved segmentation performance and robustness of the
proposed approach in sequences with over 2k frames.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Segmentation is an essential task in computer vision. It
usually serves as the foundation for solving higher level
problems such as object recognition, interaction analysis and
scene understanding. Traditionally, segmentation is defined
as a process of grouping homogeneous pixels into multiple
segments on a single image, which is also known as low level
segmentation. Low level approaches usually rely on features,
such as color, texture, spatial relations between pixels on the
image etc. to obtain segments which are somehow more homogeneous and more perceptually meaningful than raw pixels.
Based on that, the concept of object segmentation is proposed.
It is devoted to segment an image into regions which ideally
correspond to meaningful objects in the scene. Contrarily
to the low level segmentation tasks, object segments in the
scene are not always related to a set of homogeneous pixels
in the low level feature space, since an object may contain
parts with very different appearance, be partially occluded
by other objects or change its appearance with respect to the
illumination. In this situation, more information is needed for
tackling the problems in the object segmentation task.
A. High level knowledge
High level knowledge is usually incorporated into the segmentation process to globally represent objects. For instance,
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Fig. 1. Point cloud segmentation in robotic arm grasping application. (a)
Color image, pixels not related to valid depth value are removed. (b) Depth
map, distance to the camera from close to far is marked with color from cold
to warm. (c) Segmentation on a point cloud, different objects are marked with
different color

object models are used in object segmentation for constrained
scenes like human body detection [1]. However, most computer vision applications involve large amounts of data with
different types of scenes containing several objects, which
makes model based methods difficult to be adapted. In [2],
accurate object annotation in the first frame is required to
initially represent the objects in the scene for a video sequence.
Propagating this representation along time provides a prior
knowledge about the objects for the coming frames. More
generally, some methods attempt to leverage the high level
knowledge in more a generic fashion, such as [3], [4]. They
train a classifier to determine whether an image region is an
object-like region or not, which makes the approaches more
generic to different types of objects and scenes. But these
approaches strongly rely on the supporting of a large amount
of labeled training data, which may not be available in some
cases, such as with the relatively new consumer depth sensors.
B. Temporal Information
The object segmentation task is usually tackled by employing temporal information when stream data is available,
which is also known as video object segmentation. The temporal information serves as a hint for object segmentation
in each frame, since pixels that belong to the same object
are more likely to exhibit certain temporal coherence. For
instance, Grundmann et al [5] use a graph-based model to
hierarchically represent the spatio-temporal correspondences

